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1. Introduction

The anatomy and function of the peripheral auditory system differs from person to person 
(sometimes to a clinical degree), but such differences are probably not correlated with linguistic 
knowledge. For example, the distribution of French speakers’ peripheral auditory sensitivities are 
probably no different from the distribution of auditory sensitivities of speakers of any other language. 
That is, there is no reason to expect psychophysical thresholds for simple or complex stimuli to vary 

the perception of speech that is the same for all languages. Such a language universal perceptual map 
plays an important role in some approaches to understanding how processes of speech perception may 
influence language sound systems (Steriade, 2001).  Mismatched negativity studies also show both 
language-specific and language-nonspecific patterns of response (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2000).

However, it is commonly observed that people who speak different languages process speech 
sounds differently.  There are language-specific phonetic prototypes which function as “perceptual 
magnets” (Kuhl, et al., 1992), and which may arise from self-organizing perceptual maps (Guenther & 
Gjaja, 1996). And there are effects of native language knowledge in the perception of a second 
language (Best, 1995; Flege, 1995). And babies show signs of perceptual reorganization during early 
prelinguistic development (Werker & Tees, 1984).  This all suggests that linguistic experience “tunes” 
speech perception, so that the language-universal auditory capabilities are warped to serve the contrasts 
of the native speaker’s language.

The theme of this paper is that the language-specific linguistic tuning of perception is 
fundamentally compatible with a language-universal perceptual map for speech and that the perceptual 
map need not be altered at all to account for cross-linguistic differences in speech perception. I will 
demonstrate in a set of simple simulated speech perception experiments how language-specific 
perceptual effects could arise from lexical knowledge without altering the universal perceptual map.  

It may be that linguistic experience operates both through contact with lexical memory, as I will 
suggest below, and by warping low-level auditory processing (Guenther, et al., 1999). By emphasizing 
the lexical component in this paper I hope to provide some diagnostics and predictions as to how to 
separate these two kinds of effects. The empirical study reported in section 5 suggests that, in rough 
outline at least, this “lexical distance” model of cross-linguistic speech perception is correct.

2. An illustration of the approach: /r/-/l/ confusions by Japanese listeners.

Japanese speakers’ perception of the American English /r/-/l/ distinction is a frequently cited case 
of cross-linguistic differences in speech perception.  While American English speakers have very good 
discrimination of words that start with /r/ and /l/ (e.g. rake versus lake), Japanese speakers cannot 
discriminate these very well (Miyawaki, et al., 1975; MacKain et al., 1981; Strange and Dittmann, 
1984; Logan et al., 1991).
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This effect can be simulated by assuming that the only difference between English and Japanese 
listeners is that they have different lexicons (see Yamada et al. 1992 and Flege et al., 1996 on the role 
of the L2 lexicon on perception).  The auditory-perceptual difference between [r] and [l] was the same 
for both of the simulated listeners, and the mechanism of perception was also held constant. The only 
difference is that the simulated English speaker has some words that start with /r/ and some that start 
with /l/, while the simulated Japanese speaker does not have any words distinguished by these sounds.

The estimated universal perceptual distances that I used in these simulations is shown in table 1. 
A more rigorous study would find a way to measure these values exactly (Dooling et al., 1995, see 
also section 5 below), but it is adequate for purposes of demonstrating the possible lexical locus of 
cross-linguistic perceptual differences (as I am seeking to do here) to offer a reasonable approximation 
based on acoustic dissimilarity and hold this table of distances constant in the simulations.

Table 1. Auditory-perceptual distances (da) assumed in the /r/-/l/ perception 
simulation.
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To simulate the influence of linguistic knowledge on speech perception, the model combines two 
measures of distance - auditory distance and lexical distance (1).  Auditory distance (da) is read 
directly off of table 1, and lexical distance (dl) is calculated over the lexicon.  Note that the constant k 
gates the influence of lexical distance, so that we can simulate conditions in which perceptual response 
is determined primarily by auditory-perceptual distance (e.g. minimal uncertainty discrimination 
tasks), as well as conditions in which perceptual response is based more on linguistic knowledge (e.g. 
high uncertainty discrimination tasks).  

† 

d = da l (1)

Lexical distance (dl) is a function of the difference in the lexical activation pattern caused by one 
of the stimuli (j) and the lexical activation pattern caused by another of the stimuli (i).  If the two 
stimuli provoke basically the same response from the lexicon then the listener will not have much 
evidence that the two stimuli are “different”.  However, if the lexical response is quite different for the 
two then the listener has good evidence that they are “different”.

Lexical distance is written in (2) with 

† 

ali  indicating the activation of lexical item l in response to 
stimulus i and 

† 

alj  indicating the activation of that same lexical item by stimulus j.  Equation (2) 
indicates that the lexical distance calculation involves taking the sum over all lexical items of 
activation differences 

† 

ali - alj  scaled by the sum of the activations 

† 

(ali + alj) .  Scaling by 
activation level reduces the influence of lexical differences if the overall match to the lexicon is low.  
Dividing the sum of scaled differences by the number of lexical items  (n) gives us the average scaled 
difference in lexical activation which is useful in comparisons across lexicons of different sizes.

† 

dl(ij ) =
ali - alj (ali + alj )[ ]l

nÂ
n

                                                          (2)

Activation of a lexical item by a stimulus (

† 

alj ) is computed (3) from the auditory distance 
between them 

† 

da( lj)  using the exponential relationship between psychological distance and 
psychological similarity that was proposed by Shepard (1974). Lexical activation then is the similarity 
of the stimulus to the lexical item. The constant c is used to widen or sharpen the similarity function.

+ (d   k)        .  

.
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† 

aij = d a( lj) ce                                                                      (3)

I conducted two simulations of [r]/[l] perception.  In the first, the model had a simplified 
American English lexicon of 12 CV “words” (ri ra ru li la lu wi wa wu di da du) and in the second the 
lexicon was “Japanese” (|i |a |u wi wa wu di da du) with words that start with a flap, and no words 
with [l] or [r]. Simulations of an AX discrimination task contrasted all combinations of the stimuli 
[wa, ra, da, la, and |a].  The parameters of the model were k = 9 and c = 2.  A fairly wide range of 
parameter values gave the same pattern of data.

Table 2. Simulated American English perceptual distances between stimuli 
in a discrimination task calculated according to equation (1).  The lexicon for 
this simulation (ri ra ru li la lu wi wa wu di da du) has “words” that contrast 
[r] and [l]  and no words beginning with [|].  Values for lexical contrasts are 
underlined.

-|a

1.30-la

1.012.32-da

1.411.592.22-ra

1.622.172.332.06-wa

|aladarawa

Table 3. Simulated Japanese perceptual distances (d) produced for an /r/-/l/ 
discrimination task calculated according to equation (1).  The lexicon for this 
simulation (|i |a |u wi wa wu di da du) has “words” with a flap, but no words 
contrasting [r] and [l]. Values for lexical contrasts are underlined.

-|a

1.49-la

2.001.79-da

1.640.381.74-ra

2.851.672.961.52-wa

|aladarawa

Results for the American English and Japanese lexicons are shown in tables 2 and 3, respectively.  
The distance values in these tables are on an arbitrary scale that is comparable across the two tables.  
Notice in table 2, the simulation of an American English listener, that the non-contrastive flap initial 
stimulus [|a] shows generally low distance values when paired with the other stimuli.  The pair 
[da]/[|a] has the lowest perceived distance, which accords with the raw perceptual distance value for 
contrast in table 1.  Among words that exist in the lexicon, the pair [ra]/[la] have the lowest distance 
reflecting the lower auditory distance.

The predicted distance values for Japanese listeners (table 3) are different from those given for 
American English listeners.  In particular, the [ra]/[la] distinction shows a very low distance value, 
while the [da]/[|a] distance is twice as large as it was in the English simulation.  The first difference, 
lower [ra]/[la] discrimination, accords with the published research findings, while the second difference 
is a prediction given by this model.
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3. Noteworthy aspects of the lexical distance model.

What is interesting about these simulations is that we get something comparable to the cross-
linguistic perceptual result (reduced [ra]/[la] discrimination for Japanese listeners) with a model in 
which listeners differ only in terms of their lexicons.  In these simulations, the raw auditory 
perceptibility of the stimulus contrasts did not differ.

There are four key noteworthy features of this “lexical distance” model.  First, in this approach, 
linguistic phonological knowledge is held in a phonetically detailed lexicon.  An alternative to this 
way of representing linguistic knowledge is to list phonemes, their phonetic realizations, phonotactic 
rules, allophonic rules, and so on, as knowledge bases which are separate from an abstract lexicon.  
However, because phonetic and phonological generalization are language-specific, it is necessary at 
some stage during acquisition for there to be a non-abstract lexicon over which such generalizations 
can be computed, i.e. the lists of language-specific generalizations must be derived from a phonetically 
detailed store of lexical items.  These generalizations have not stabilized for children as old as 10 years 
(Nittrouer, 1992) and temporary phonological patterns followed for a set of experimental stimuli can 
effect speech error patterns in adults (Dell, et al., 2000). The lexical distance model uses detailed 
lexical knowledge directly rather than rely on the results of generalization routines.  This is a simpler 
strategy.  It may be that listeners actually use lists of generalizations which encode linguistic 
knowledge, but these simulations demonstrate that this is not necessarily the case. 

Second, the lexical distance model makes use of a perceptual foundation which is language 
universal and unchanged by linguistic experience.  An alternative to this approach would suggest that 
linguistic experience tunes the auditory/perceptual foundation of speech perception.  Again this could 
be a more correct view.  However, things get tricky for such an auditory tuning model when we 
consider “language set” effects in perception in which bilingual listeners demonstrate different 
perceptual spaces depending on the language in which they perform a perceptual task (Caramazza, et 
al., 1973; Elman, et al., 1977; Grainger and Beauvillain, 1987; Dijkstra, et al., 1998).

Third, some features of the lexical distance model seem to be appealing. For example, this model 
makes predictions beyond the particular linguistic contrast under investigation, [r] versus [l] in this 
case.  The simulation results in table 3 predict generally lowered perceptual contrast for all pairs 
involving [r] and [l] in Japanese - with the most extreme case [r]/[l] being the most easily testable.  In 
addition, the inclusion of a “lexical importance” constant permits us to model results of experimental 
tasks which would tend to reduce the listener’s reliance on lexical activation thus permitting us to 
model the reduction of language differences in low-uncertainty discrimination tasks (Strange & 
Dittmann, 1984; see also Lively et al., 1993; and see also Hickok & Poeppel, 2000).

Fourth, the model incorporates an important distinction between discrimination performance and 
categorization performance (Guenther, et al., 1999).  Contrast is the key contribution of the peripheral 
auditory system (table 1) while categorization is the key contribution of the lexical activation 
procedure (equation 1).

4. A model test: simulating “Perceptual assimilation” of three Zulu contrasts.

Best et al. (2001) reported a very interesting test of American English listeners’ discrimination 
responses to three Zulu consonant contrasts that exemplify three types of perceptual assimilation in 
Best’s (1995) perceptual assimilation model.

For American English listeners the Zulu contrast between [b] and [ ] is a “single category” 
assimilation because when they are asked to write down what they hear, American English listeners 
tend to write the letter “b” with no notation suggesting that one is a better “b” than the other. As 
would be predicted by the phenomenon of categorical perception, these sounds which get the same 
identification label should not be very discriminable at least in a “linguistic” discrimination task.  
Best et al. (2001) found this to be the case.  Percent correct discrimination by American English 
listeners in an AXB task was 66%.

The Zulu contrast between [kÓ] and [k'] is similar to this in that American English listeners think 
of them both as a kind of /k/ but they clearly hear the difference between the aspirated and ejective 
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tokens, and indicate the difference with some additional mark like an apostrophe or dash. The 
categorical perception prediction for this contrast is that listeners will be better able to discriminate 
these two Zulu sounds because, though they are the same at one level of labeling, they differ in their 
degree of fit to the English /k/ category - a “category goodness” difference. American English listeners 
detected this difference in an AXB discrimination task 89% of the time.

The voicing contrast in Zulu lateral fricatives, [Ò] versus [L], is of a different type entirely.  
Listeners use voiceless fricative symbols to transcribe the Zulu voiceless lateral fricative, and use 
voiced fricative or “l” to transcribe the Zulu voiced lateral fricative.  In a categorical perception model 
then, AE listeners having mapped the Zulu contrast onto different American English sounds will be 
able to distinguish them. AXB discrimination results conformed to these predictions.  Listeners 
correctly discriminated the lateral fricatives 95% of the time.

As indicated in this summary, the predictions of the perceptual assimilation model derive 
primarily from the main observation of categorical perception - that within category discriminations are 
difficult and between category discriminations are easy.  In this approach to cross-linguistic speech 
perception, the categories are “phones”, and because different languages have different phones, the 
mapping of foreign sounds onto native phones is the key to predicting nonnative speech perception 
performance.

The lexical distance approach outlined in section 2 above suggests that a universal auditory-
perceptual map guides the “assimilation” process (the process that maps foreign sounds onto the native 
phonology), and that language differences arise solely through the process of lexical activation.

Table 4. Auditory-perceptual distances (da) that were used  in the Zulu 
perception simulations.

-L
0.17-Ò
0.80.4-h
0.20.41.2-l
0.40.60.80.8-Z
0.80.20.61.00.5-S
0.40.81.00.80.40.7-z
0.80.40.61.00.70.40.5-s

LÒhlZSzs

-kæ

0.21-kÓ
0.70.5-t
0.60.40.4-p
0.60.40.30.6-tS
0.80.60.90.80.8-g

kæ kÓtptSg

-
0.165-b
0.60.5-m
0.50.40.4-v
0.70.60.80.8-p

b mvp

In order to carry out a simulation of the Best et al. (2001) results I established three auditory-
perceptual distance matrices for consonants that are similar to [b]/[ ], [kÓ]/[k'], and [Ò]/[L].  These three 
matrices are shown in table 4.  For the simulation, the distance matrices in table 4 were combined into 
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a single larger consonant distance matrix with all of the cells not shown in the table filled with a 
distance value of 2.

The values in table 4 are intended to be estimates of universal auditory-perceptual distance. In the 
absence of objective measurements of these distances, I estimated auditory-perceptual distance from 
phonetic descriptions of the sounds. The simulation results depend on the values given in the table - if 
they are realistic, then the simulation may be a reasonable, though simplified, picture of cross-
linguistic speech perception.   Appendix A contains the source code for the simulation, so the reader 
can explore the effects of changing the model characteristics.

Note that the auditory distance between [b] and [ ] in table 4 (0.165) is almost the same as that 
for [Ò] and [L] (0.17) while the distance between [kÓ] and [k'] is a little greater (0.21).  I adjusted these 
values by trial and error from the original values that I had assigned to them (0.2, 0.2, and 0.3, 
respectively) to provide a close fit to the Best et al. (2001) discrimination results.   Also note that the 
distance vectors for the bilabial and velar sounds are correlated with each other.  For example, [b] and 
[ ] are both counted as being more similar to [v] than to [p], and [kÓ] and [k'] are both counted as 
being more similar to [p] than to [g]. The distance values for the lateral fricatives [Ò] and [L] are less 
well correlated. [Ò] is counted as being more similar to other voiceless fricatives while [L] is more 
similar to [l] and the other voiced fricatives.

The lexicon used in this simulation contains CV “words” that exhibit lexical contrasts found in 
English [ba pa be pe bu pu va ve vu ma me mu ka ke ku ga ge gu tSa tSe tSu sa se su ta te tu za ze zu 
Sa Se Su Za Zu la le lu ha he hu].  Note, that I left out [Ze].  This models the relatively lower type 
frequency of [Z] in English.  The lexical importance constant k (in formula 1) was set to 10 and the 
distance-to-similarity scale factor c (in formula 3) was set to 2.

Table 5. Simulated American English perceptual distances (d), calculated by 
equation (1), for stimulus sets that include Zulu contrasts.

-Le

0.48-Òe
1.260.80-he
0.420.831.78-le
0.570.871.161.18-Ze
1.270.431.131.610.85-Se
0.771.281.561.370.681.25-ze
1.260.791.151.621.030.851.03-se

LeÒeheleZeSezese

- kæa
0.45-kÓa
1.111.00-ta
0.980.930.94-pa
0.960.910.721.15-tSa
1.181.191.541.441.42-ga

kæakÓatapatSaga

-u

0.33-bu
0.970.98-mu
0.850.860.85-vu
1.251.301.511.53-pu

ubumuvupu
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The results are shown in table 5. The main observation to make from this table is that with 
approximately the same level of auditory contrast (da) for [b] versus [ ] as for [Ò] versus [L], the lateral 
fricative contrast shows a larger perceptual distance value (d) than does the bilabial contrast.  
Additionally, the velar contrast  [kÓ] versus [k'] which had a higher auditory distance value than either 
of these, shows in the perceptual distance results a smaller perceptual distance value than does the 
lateral fricative distinction.  In this case, the raw auditory discriminability pattern was reversed in the 
context of lexical support for one contrast and the lack of lexical support for the other. 

The results in table 5 are compatible with the AXB discrimination results reported by Best et al. 
(2001).  If we allow perceptual distance of  0.5 or higher to produce perfect performance in the AXB 
task, and calculate the proportion of correct responses as perceptual distance divided by the perfect 
performance threshold, then we have the comparison of results shown in table 6.

In addition, note that the simulation of [Ò] and [L] perceptual distances provides a mechanism for 
predicting patterns of “perceptual assimilation”.  The token [Òe] was most similar to [Se] while [Le] 
was most similar to [le].  This result is built into the universal perceptual distances matrix (table 4) so 
I am not making any special claim for it other than that when we do have a set of accurate estimates of 
auditory distances we will be able to compute patterns of perceptual assimilation and then compare the 
predictions to empirical data gathered from listeners. 

Table 6. A comparison of the simulation perceptual distances (d), a 
conversion of these distances into probability of a correct discrimination 
response, and the % correct discriminations found by Best et al. (2001).

95%0.960.48Le Òe

89%0.90.45k'a kÓa

66%0.660.33u bu

%correctd/0.5dpair

There is one other aspect of the Best et al. (2001) results that seems to be captured in this 
simulation.  In the AXB task, listeners are asked to judge whether X is the same as A or B.  Best et 
al. found that listeners’ performance was better when the tokens judged to be the “same” were more 
English-like (bu, ka, or Òe) than when they were the less English-like member of the pair ( u, k'a, or 
L).  That is, listeners were more accurate in trials like [bu][bu][ u] than they were in trials like 
[ u][ u][bu].  One possible explanation for this is that the more English-like stimuli give rise to 
higher lexical activations (as shown in table 7).  It may be that a stronger lexical response gives 
listeners more information upon which to base their “same” responses.

Table 7. Average lexical activation, and maximum lexical item activation for 
Zulu English-like and non English-like stimuli.  Lexical activation was 
calculated using equation (3).

maximum activationaverage activation

0.67

0.66

0.72

not native-likenative-likenot native-like

0.670.090.08Le Òe

1.000.90.06k'a kÓa

1.000.080.06u bu

native-likepair

Finally, the relative success of this simulation of American English listeners’ perception of Zulu 
consonant contrasts makes a very specific testable prediction.  This simulation was based on auditory-
perceptual distances (table 4) in which it was assumed that the [b]/[ ] distance is about the same as the 
[Ò]/[L] distance, and that the Zulu [kÓ]/[k'] auditory-perceptual distance is greater than these.  The 
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prediction then is that this pattern of auditory discriminability will be obtained in a minimal-
uncertainty discrimination task (such as the fixed AX discrimination task) in which “context” effects 
such as linguistic knowledge are minimized (Watson & Kelly, 1981; Braida & Durlach, 1988; 
Macmillan, 1987).

5. An empirical test: Dutch and English perception of fricatives.

This section reports the results of an experiment that was designed to test a couple of key 
assumptions of the lexical distance model.  The first aspect of the model under test is the claim that 
there exists a language-universal auditory perceptual space that is unmodified by linguistic experience.  
As mentioned in section 2, this claim may be too strong because there is reason to believe that the 
auditory cortex mapping of sound is altered by experience (Guenther et al., 2001), however the results 
of the experiment reported here do provide support for the idea of a universal perceptual space.  

To test for a universal auditory/perceptual base in speech perception I used a speeded AX 
discrimination task.  In most speech perception research it is assumed that a “linguistic” speech 
perception task should be used.  I am here putting “linguistic” in quotes because I’m not sure what 
exactly is meant by the researchers who use this descriptor (e.g. Best, et al., 2001).  The tasks 
typically used to measure auditory discriminability of speech sounds have a fairly high memory load 
(the ABX and AXB paradigms) and stimuli are presented with relatively long interstimulus (ISI) 
intervals.  The speeded discrimination task that I used in this experiment has a low memory load (the 
AX task) with a short 100 ms ISI. Additionally, Fox (1984) showed that lexical effects in speech 
perception are eliminated by fast responding.  When listeners responded within 500 ms. of the onset of 
a stimulus there was no lexical effect in continuum labeling (Ganong, 1980).  Therefore, one condition 
in the experiment reported here had listeners responding in an AX discrimination task, with a 100 ms 
ISI and a 500 ms. response deadline.  This condition was designed to elicit responses that tap a 
language-independent auditory perceptual representation of speech, as hypothesized in the lexical 
distance model. 

In a second condition, listeners were asked to rate the subjective similarity of the same stimuli 
that had been presented in the fixed discrimination task. The lexical distance model predicts that the 
listener’s native language will not influence response patterns in the fixed discrimination task, and will 
influence response patterns in the similarity rating condition.

The second aspect of the lexical distance approach that was tested in this experiment is the 
assumption that the lexicon contains forms that are fully phonetically specified, as opposed to abstract 
phonological representations in terms of phonemes or underspecified feature bundles. The experiment 
doesn’t actually decide between these two approaches, but rather only shows that language-specific 
perceptual performance is sensitive to phonetic detail.

5.1 Method

Participants. Sixteen American English speakers (5 male, 11 female) participated in the similarity 
rating task. Nineteen American English speakers (7 male, 12 female) participated in the fixed 
discrimination task. Data from two participants (1 male, 1 female) in the fixed discrimination task 
were removed because English was not their native language. These  participants received partial course 
credit for their participation in the experiment, and none of them reported any past or present speech or 
hearing disorders.

Nine Dutch speakers (4 male, 5 female) participated in both the rating task and the discrimination 
task.  Their ages and number of years in the US are listed in table 8. The Dutch participants were paid 
$20 for their participation and none of them reported any past or present speech or hearing disorder.

Stimuli. Eighteen bisyllabic vowel-fricative-vowel stimuli were used in this experiment. They 
were composed of the six fricatives [f T s S x h] embedded in three vowel environments [A_A], [i_i], 
and [u_u].  I recorded myself saying multiple instances of the eighteen bisyllabic sequences that result 
from placing each of the six fricatives into the three vowel environments, and selected for use in the 
experiment some fluently produced instances that were matched on intonation pattern (H* accent on 
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the first syllable and LL% over the second syllable), and duration. Table 9 shows the vowel and 
fricative durations of the stimuli.

Table 8. Characteristics of the Dutch listeners.  AOA = Age of arrival in US.

5
4
17
43
4
4
40

F
M
M
F
M
M

19
15
24
16
21
23

F
<1
<1

24
M
F

58
60

24
19
41
63
25
27
64
58
60

509
508
507
506
505
504
503
502
501

Gender years in USAOAagelistener

Table 9. Durations of the first vowel (V1), the fricative (Fric), second vowel 
(V2), and the total duration of the stimulus, for each of the stimuli used in 
the rating and discrimination conditions.

529206160163uhu
580221144215ihi
540212148180aha

540205161174uxu
597222186189ixi
481157168156axa

570218177175ushu
593241171181ishi
552206166180asha

549189165195usu
593217192184isi
584223187174asa

539224140175uthu
600224204172ithi
490148157185atha

578209171198ufu
533154144235ifi
527200141186afa

totalV2FricV1

Procedure. In the speeded AX discrimination condition the listener’s task was to respond as 
quickly and accurately whether the last member of a pair of stimuli (X) presented on that trial was the 
“same” (physically identical) or “different” from the first member (A) of the pair.  The stimuli were 
presented in the clear (no added background noise) at a comfortable listening level with an 
interstimulus interval of 100 ms.  For most comparisons listeners could achieve almost perfect 
performance in this task, and the overall performance across all listeners and stimulus pairs was 95% 
correct. Reaction time was measured for each response, and following Shepard et al. (1975), Nosofsky 
(1992) and others, reaction time was taken as a correlate of perceptual distance, where longer responses 
to “different” pairs are taken as an indication that it is more difficult to hear the difference between the 
stimuli, than when the reaction time is short.  Reaction time was measured from the onset of the 
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fricative noise in the X stimulus.  Statistical analyses also for RTs measured from the onset of V1 and 
from the offset of the fricative noise showed the same pattern of results found in the analysis reported 
below.

Taking all pairs of the six fricatives gives 62=36 pairs, with 62 - 6=30 DIFFERENT pairs and 6 
SAME pairs for each of the 3 vowels [i], [a], and [u]. The SAME pairs were each presented twice so 
that there were 42 trials per vowel (30 DIFFERENT pairs and 12 SAME pairs).  Each trial was 
presented twice for a total of (42 * 3 vowels * 2 repetitions) = 252 trials in the speeded discrimination 
task.  The trials were blocked by vowel.

Listeners in the speeded discrimination task were given feedback on every trial.  They were shown 
their reaction time (from the onset of the X stimulus) and their overall percent correct score).  I asked 
listeners to keep their reaction times to 500 ms or less and to not make “too many” mistakes.  

Listeners in the similarity rating task heard each of the AX trials (42 trials per vowel) three times 
for a total of 378 trials. As in the speeded discrimination task the interstimulus interval was 100 ms.  
However, in this task the stimuli were not blocked by vowel.  Listeners had 5 seconds to respond with 
a button press rating the pair on a 5 point scale from “very similar” (1) to “very different” (5).  They 
were not given feedback.

5.2 Results

Speeded discrimination. The arcsin transform of the proportion of a correct “different” responses 
for the DIFFERENT pairs was analyzed in a repeated measures analysis of variance.  Because each pair 
was presented only twice to each listener the pairs were collapsed across order of presentation (e.g. 
responses to afa/atha were collapsed with responses to atha/afa) for this analysis.  The between listeners 
factor was native language (English vs. Dutch) and the within listeners factors were vowel (/i/, /a/, or 
/u/) and fricative pair (15 comparisons).  The vowel main effect was significant (F[2,52] = 9.48, p< 
0.01) and for fricative pair (F[14, 364] = 35.4, p<0.01).  The fricative pair by vowel interaction was 
also reliable (F[28, 728] = 9.2, p < 0.01).  No other main effects or interactions were significant (all 
Fs < 1). 

The patterns in the RT data mirror those found in the proportion correct data.  The same three 
effects that were statistically reliable in the proportion correct data were also reliable in two separate 
analyses of the RT data.  In a repeated measure analysis of variance of reaction times to the 
DIFFERENT trials there was a vowel main effect (F[2, 52] = 69.8, p<0.01), a fricative pair main 
effect (F[29, 754] = 8.83, p < 0.01) [note that this analysis does not collapse across pair order], and a 
pair by vowel interaction (F[58, 1508] = 2.5, p< 0.01). 

The reaction time data were also transformed into a measure of psychological distance (Takane & 
Sergent, 1983) by taking the inverse of the natural log of the reaction time (1/ln[RT]).  As with the 
analysis of raw reaction time I included both “different” responses and “same” responses to the 
DIFFERENT trials (see Takane & Sergent, 1983).  Again three factors emerged as significant in the 
analysis. There was a vowel main effect (F[2, 52] = 75.4, p<0.01), a fricative pair main effect (F[29, 
754] = 7.8, p < 0.01), and a pair by vowel interaction (F[58, 1508] = 2.6, p< 0.01).  Reaction time to 
/a/ (458 ms) was significantly shorter than to /i/ (508 ms) or /u/ (523 ms), which did not differ from 
each other in planned comparisons.  

With 30 different fricative pairs for each vowel  (90 comparisons overall) posthoc tests exploring 
the fricative pairs main effect and the pairs by vowels interaction are unwieldy.  Figure 1 shows the 
result of some data aggregation.  For each fricative, in each of the vowel environments, the figure 
shows  the average distance (1/ln[RT]) for all AX pairs involving that fricative. These aggregated data 
show that fricatives were generally more perceptually distinct when preceded and followed by /a/, and 
that in the /a/ and /u/ environments the strident fricatives were generally more discriminable than the 
nonstrident fricatives.

Similarity rating.  The average rating score given by listeners was analyzed in a repeated measures 
analysis of variance again with the between-listeners factor native language (English vs. Dutch) and the 
within-listeners factors vowel (/i/, /a/, or /u/) and fricative pair (15 comparisons).  The vowel main 
effect was significant (F[2,52] = 117.5, p< 0.01) as was the fricative pair main effect (F[29, 364] = 
71.3, p<0.01).  The fricative pair by vowel interaction was also reliable (F[58, 728] = 5.46, p < 0.01).  
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These effects were also seen in the reaction time data.  However, unlike the reaction time results in 
these subjective rating data we find also a fricative pair by language interaction (F[29,364]=2.8, p < 
0.01).  No other main effects or interactions were significant (all Fs < 1).
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Figure 1. Average perceptual distinctiveness of six fricatives as measured by 
reaction time in a speeded discrimination task.  Data plotted with open 
squares are for fricatives with /a/ preceding and following. Filled circles show 
data for the /i/ environment, and x’s show data for the /u/ environment.

A similar repeated measures analysis of variance done on the z-scores of the ratings (normalizing 
the rating responses by each listener’s mean and standard deviation) found that the same four factors - 
vowel, fricative pair, vowel*pair, and language*pair - were significant.  The F-values were 122, 72.8, 
5.9 and 3.0 respectively.

As with the reaction time data, the large number of different fricative pairs for each vowel presents 
a complicated post-hoc analysis situation. Figure 2 presents a summary of the listeners’ subjective 
ratings of fricative distinctiveness by aggregating in the fashion of figure 1 over all paired comparisons 
that involve the fricative listed on the horizontal axis of the figure.  These data show the difference 
between American English (AE) listeners and Dutch (D) listeners.  Pairs involving [S] tended to be 
judged as more “different” for American English listeners, while pairs involving [x] tended to be 
judged as more “different” by Dutch listeners.  

5.3 Discussion

The key finding of this study is that with the same group of listeners, hearing the same pairs of 
stimuli, we have differing results depending on the task.  In speeded discrimination, in which we 
hypothesize that the mental lexicon is not consulted, there was no reliable difference between Dutch 
and American English listeners, while in similarity rating, which does involve lexical knowledge, 
Dutch and American English listeners showed different patterns of responses. This is the result that 
was predicted by the lexical distance model. 
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Figure 2. Average perceptual distinctiveness of six fricatives as measured by 
subjective rating in a perceptual distance rating task. Data plotted in filled 
circles show aggregate rating scores for American English listeners, and data 
plotted with open squares are for Dutch listeners.

The language-specific pattern of responding in the similarity rating task also largely accords with 
what the lexical distance model predicts. Pairs involving [S] were judged to be more distinct by 
American English listeners while pairs involving [x] were judged to be more distinct by Dutch 
listeners.  These effects make sense given that [S] is not a contrastive sound in the Dutch lexicon and 
[x] is not a contrastive sound in the English lexicon, and assuming that if sounds that are involved in 
lexical distinctions are heard by listeners as being more distinct than sounds that do not distinguish 
lexical items.  However, on this basis we might also have expected [T] to be rated as more distinct by 
English listeners than it was by Dutch listeners. This lack of difference may reflect a floor effect driven 
by the somewhat low auditory perceptual salience of [T], or it may be due to the bilingual experience 
of the Dutch speakers who participated in this experiment.  

6. Conclusion

Best (1995) posited that incoming foreign sounds are compared with the sound inventory of the 
speaker’s native language and “assimilated” to the native inventory in one of several ways. The lexical 
distance simulations presented in this paper also use a mechanism to compare foreign stimuli with the 
native language phonology.

In both approaches the initial comparison relies on a mechanism that permits foreign sounds and 
native sounds to be compared.  Best suggests that this is done by direct perception of gestural 
structures (Fowler, 1986), which presumably would then be compared with records in memory of 
native language gestural structures during the process of perceptual assimilation.  The approach that I 
outlined here posits that memory for language sound patterns is lexical.  By this I mean that there is 
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no separate list of native gestural structures, but only an inventory of words.  Also, clearly the names 
that I chose for tables 1 and 4 (“auditory-perceptual”) indicate that I am not conceiving of this 
comparison mechanism in gestural terms, though this need not be a central theoretical difference.

One kind of evidence might indicate whether we should adopt a lexical approach or a phone list 
approach. Language sound pattern differences extend far beyond phoneme inventory differences.  For 
example, while Mandarin and English both have /p/, /t/,  and /k/, these may occur in syllable codas in 
English, but not Mandarin.  So, although /p/, /t/, and /k/ may be familiar to both groups of listeners, 
it may be that Mandarin listeners are not as good at detecting coda stop place as English listeners are. 
Similar examples of word position effects can be cited for numerous languages.  The point is that 
knowledge of phonetic detail, whether auditory or gestural is contextual.  A lexicon-based approach 
captures contextually-conditional knowledge without further elaboration while a phone list approach 
must posit that positional variants are computed and stored separately. 

Another, possibly key difference between the lexical distance approach and Best’s perceptual 
assimilation model is that the lexical distance approach permits gradient patterns of cross-linguistic 
similarity.  The perceptual assimilation model posits an inventory of discrete types of cross-linguistic 
differences, including single-category assimilation, category goodness assimilation and two-category 
assimilation as illustrated in the Zulu consonant contrasts above.  The implicit claim of such a 
categorization is that cross-linguistic perceptual effects will fall neatly into these categories. A lexicon-
based model suggests that the type frequency of phonological patterns, or the token frequency of words 
that exhibit a pattern, or perhaps also the neighborhood densities of words that exhibit a pattern, can 
play a role in cross-linguistic speech perception.  So, we might expect a range of different assimilation 
patterns within the broad perceptual assimilation categories envisioned by Best.  Whether or not this 
happens is an empirical question.

Appendix: Source code of the lexical distance model

#!/usr/bin/perl
#this file is zululex.prl    -   simulating results from Best, McRoberts & Goodell (2001) JASA.

# here is a set of syllables to use as stimuli in an experiment
# L = voiced lateral fricative, & = voiceless lateral fricative,
# k = voiceless aspirated dorsal stop, K = voiceless dorsal ejective,
# b = voiced bilabial stop, B = voiced implosive stop
@stim = ("&e","Le","ka","Ka","bu","Bu");

# here is a lexicon of relevant "English words" that will be used to calculate a lexically-based 
#  perceptual response for each stimulus. C = tS, S = esh, Z = voiced esh
@lexicon = ("ba","pa","be","pe","bu","pu", "va", "ve", "vu", "ma",
            "me", "mu", "ka", "ke","ku", "ga", "ge", "gu",
            "Ca","Ce","Cu","sa","se","su","ta","te","tu",
            "za","ze","zu","Sa","Se","Su","Za","Zu",
            "la","le","lu","ha","he","hu");

# model parameters.  
$leximp = 10;  # how much more weight to put on lexicon versus raw auditory distance?
$c = 2;             # governs selectivity of distance-to-similarity mapping.

open(DIST,"zuludist.txt");  # The consonant distance matrix (table 4) is stored in this file
while (<DIST>) {
    chomp;
    ($s1,$s2,$d) = split(/,/,$_);
    $cdist{$s1}{$s2}=$d;
}
close(DIST);
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$vdist{"e"}{"a"} = $vdist{"a"}{"e"} = 0.8;
$vdist{"e"}{"u"} = $vdist{"u"}{"e"} = 0.7;
$vdist{"u"}{"a"} = $vdist{"a"}{"u"} = 0.8;

# Now the main loop of the experiment simulation program.  The basic idea is to compare 
#  successive stimulus with each other. The difference between stimuli is a function of the 
#  difference in lexical activation caused by them, plus the raw auditory distance between them.

print "Lexicon is: @lexicon\n";
while ($A = pop(@stim)) {  # item A in the discrimination pair
    $X = pop(@stim); # item X in the discrimination pair

    $lex_diff = $actA = $actX = 0;  # summation variables
        
    #here's the "lexical" distance loop
    foreach $lex (@lexicon) { # look at each item in the lexicon
        $aA = activation($A,$lex); # equation (3)
        $aX = activation($X,$lex);

        $actA += $aA;  # keep a sum of the lexical activations
        $actX += $aX;  #  for each stimulus

        # so, the lexical distance between A and X is the sum over  lexical items of: 
        #  the difference in lexical activation produced by A and X [abs($aA - $aX)]
        #  which has been scaled by the activation levels, [($aA + $aX)]
        #  and normalized by lexicon size [(1/@lexicon)]

        $lex_diff += abs($aA - $aX) * ($aA + $aX) * (1/@lexicon);  # equation (2)
    }

    # here we look up the "raw" auditory distance
    $phondist = distance($A,$X);

    # so the total distance between A and X is a combination of "lexical"  distance and 
    #        raw auditory distance.
    
    $diff = $phondist + $lex_diff*$leximp; # equation (1) 
    $actA /= @lexicon;  # average activation
    $actX /= @lexicon;

    print "$A $X\t";
    printf("%3.2f\t%3.2f\t%3.2f\n",$diff,$actA,$actX);
}

# This subroutine takes two CV words and sums up the perceptual distance between the words 
#       from the consonant and vowel distance tables given at the top of this file.
sub distance {
        my ($s1, $s2) = @_;

        my $d = 0.0000001;
        @st1 = split (//,$s1);
        @st2 = split (//,$s2);
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        foreach $p1 (@st1) {  # phone-by-phone matching
                $p2 = shift(@st2); #pull off the corresponding one from s2
                
                if ($cdist{$p1}{$p2}) {$d+= $cdist{$p1}{$p2};}
                elsif ($cdist{$p2}{$p1}) {$d+= $cdist{$p2}{$p1};}
                elsif ($vdist{$p1}{$p2}) {$d+= $vdist{$p1}{$p2};}
        }       
        return ($d);
}

# This subroutine returns the "activation" of a lexical item, which is defined here as simply 
#   similarity, using Shepard's rule - similarity is an exponential function of distance.
sub activation {
        my ($s1, $s2) = @_;
        my $d;

        $d = distance($s1,$s2); # look up distance
        return (exp(-$d*$c));   # equation (3)
}
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